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Before she spoke, Allessia continued to say, "Anyway, they are in the dungeon, and heforbade the 

pack members from ever mentioning your name."

Those words kept ringing in Valerie's mind. She didn't mind that her name was forbidden from the 

lips of the Yellow Stone pack members, but those in the dungeon because of her was what incited 

her sorrow and helplessness.

She wondered since when Alpha Tristan became a tyrant. How she wished that whoever was able 

to launch the attack on them would equally remedy the situation on her behalf like she did back 

then.

At that thought, Ashley's whereabouts flooded her mind as to whether she was

still among the packs or returned to Las Vegas.

"He can't do that. Somebody must reporthim to the peace council. He has no right to take away the 

rights of the pack members,"Valerie suddenly raged, her anger burning like wildfire. Alessia was 

surprised to see her like this, but the situation at hand justified her reaction.

"I heard from our info rmant warrior in theirpack that the pack members regretted siding with him 

and not standing by you. That was what got him furious. They also made a comparison between you 

and Scarlet, calling her weak because she could not even come out to address the pack after the 

attack."

Alessia was shocked to see a tear drop from Valerie's eyes after explaining the situation; her heart 

sank. Valerie could have secretly gone to open the grills of the dungeon for

those pack members to escape, perhaps to another pack or to even report Alpha Tristan to the 

peace council, but could not do so as the prisoner she was.

"You are crying?" Alessia felt guilty. Shealways saw Valerie as strong and endearing, so this show of 

weakness ached her greatly. It was obvious how strong Valerie's love for her pack was.

"I feel helpless," Valerie murmured, wipingher tears."They are suffering because of me. Do you think 

it's fair?" She asked, pain hitting her heart.

Alessia regretted being the tale bearer at this moment. If she had known it was going to affect her 

this much, she was sure to have not told her, or found another way. "If I had known you will be like 

this, I would not have told you."

Valerie closed her eyes. There was a lot of solution on her mind, and if she was even 

a𝑤𝓦𝓦.𝓃𝔬𝓥ê𝓵𝓈𝓱ómê.⒞𝔬ⓜ
free woman, she could have attacked Alpha Tristan with the little help she will get. All his supporters 

will go down with him.

Her name was somewhat cleared, but it wasn't official. They were just rumors, and Alpha Denzel 

had not released her too.

"No, you should tell me anything. Let memake you breakfast.” She couldn't allow Alessia to begin to 

keep things from her because of her weakness.

"No. That might be later, but for now, I'mgoing for training. I will have breakfast after, but I'm not sure 

I'll be able to come back. I'm still investigating the matter concerning the store managers."

With Valerie's help, she realized some discrepancies in the accounts of the store managers, which 

she hasn't even informed Alpha Denzel about. She wanted to be

certain before informing him and also making her first appearance before the 

managers.𝓦𝓌𝘄.𝓷𝓸𝗩𝕖𝓵𝘀h𝗼m𝓮.𝕔𝔬ⓜ
"I wish you good luck," Valerie said with asad smile. Right now, she couldn't help envying Alessia's 

freedom. Alpha Tristan treated her like a traitor in her own pack, and she wasn't going to take it 

kindly with him.

'Alessia, where are you?' Alpha Denzel'svoice came through a mindlink. Alessia was shocked that 

he arrived so early and responded via the same means.

'With Valerie. I'm leaving for training fromhere.

When the mindlink disconnected, she turned to Valerie and said, "Alpha Denzel is back. I have to 

go. I'm already late for training."

Hearing that Alpha Denzel was back, Valerie couldn't help being afraid for Ryker. What if he had 

stayed a little longer? Wouldn't Alpha Denzel have caught him? Well, he seemed to be tactical, and 

it was good that Valerie did not insist on him teaching her a few things.

Alessia arrived at training to discover that Alpha Denzel was already in charge. She assisted him, 

and four hours later, training was over, but Alpha Denzel insisted that they jo g together to the 

packhouse. Alessia was building resistance to her tiredness, which Alpha Denzel was beginning to 

like about her.

He went to the kitchen to prepare breakfast when they reached the packhouse, Alessia followed him 

there."I should have taken food from Valerie, but you came so early."

Alpha Denzel smiled internally at the

thought of Valerie, but his expression remained indifferent. His disguise method worked, and he was 

going to use it to know his rejected mate better.

"Why did you go there so early?" AlphaDenzel asked, curious to know what was being discussed 

between the two women.

Alessia never intended to hide the attack on Valerie's pack members from him, so she asked,"Do 

you know about the people Alpha Tristan threw in the dungeon because of her?"

Alpha Denzel froze after picking up a frying pan. Seemed the son of a bitch hadn't learned his 

lesson with the message, or perhaps, Alpha Denzel was not detailed enough."What are you talking 

about?"

"I think you don't know, but he also bannedthe pack members from mentioning

Valerie's name." After Alessia finished explaining everything, Alpha Denzel's gaze darkened. He was 

worried about how Valerie would feel upon hearing the news.Ŵ⒲𝕨.𝚗ôvⓔ𝚕𝗦𝚑𝓸mε.𝚌𝓞𝓂
"Don't tell Valerie about it," he warnedAlessia cautiously, but she only shook her head in regret. If 

she had told Alpha Denzel first, she would have heeded his warning just now, and Valerie wouldn't 

be so sad.

"I already have, and she even shed a tear. Inever saw her so broken and 

pitiful."𝓦Ŵ𝔀.⒩𝑜⒱𝚎𝓛𝘀Ĥo𝓜ë.𝚌𝓸𝓶
Alpha Denzel was furious but held it in. He lighted the fire and began to beat some eggs. After his 

meeting with the moon goddess, he only always wanted for Valerie to constantly be happy.

None of their kind would love to permanently be human. That only must be making her depressed. 

Alessia's voice jolted

him from his thoughts.

"Alpha Denzel, isn't there anything you cando for her? I don't like seeing her like that,"Alessia 

pleaded.
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